
Condeco Desk Booking is a user-friendly, cloud-based application that 
enables you to book desks, manage bookings and find colleagues. 

The software enables better understanding of desk usage, facilitates desk-
sharing schemes and develops new ways of working to accommodate an 
increasingly mobile-centric workforce.

CONDECO DESK 
BOOKING SOFTWARE

Create flexible workspaces 
for a dynamic workforce
Maximise your resources, increase building  
efficiencies and enable flexible working with  
any scale of workforce.

Manage your workspace better
Comprehensive reporting functionality providing 
data on desk usage - if desks have actually been 
used, and if so, how often.

Book a desk anywhere, anytime
Through the Condeco Mobile Desk Booking app, 
you are able to book and manage desk bookings 
wherever you are.

Develop flexible ways of working
Set up flexible workspaces based on usage data 
collated from detailed Condeco reporting.

A comprehensive solution
Used with Condeco’s mobile app for people on  
the go, the desk kiosk for people on arrival and  
desk screens for people on the floor.

Reduce your real estate costs
Understand your workplace better by identifying 
areas of low usage, re-purpose unused spaces or 
by introducing desk-sharing schemes. 

Reducing your carbon footprint
Raising the usage of your workspace through 
the Condeco Desk Booking solution, could result 
in a reduction of your company’s energy bills, 
equating in increased ROI.



KEY FEATURES

Organise and maximise desk usage
By reducing your real estate costs you are also 
reducing your carbon footprint.

Mobile app usage
Available on both iOS and Android, book, amend 
and cancel bookings at your convenience.

Find your team
Easily find colleagues working in the same group 
and book a desk nearby.

Reporting
Comprehensive reporting enables better and 
more effective resource management, resulting in 
a more optimised workspace.

Find desk space on any floor
Interactive office floor plans display available and 
booked spaces.

Auto-bump
If colleagues have not checked in within the pre-
set time limit, desks will be auto-released.

Cisco® phone integration
Booking functionality through existing phone 
infrastructure.

MS Outlook integration
Managing bookings directly from your Outlook 
Calendar; access the desk search and find a 
colleague functions for desk booking visibility.
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Learn more and watch a video on our solution at www.condecosoftware.com/products/desk-booking

Condeco Desk Booking Software allows you to deploy flexible and activity-based workspaces 
throughout your organisation, enabling users to reserve a workspace as and when you need it to suit 
your work-life needs. 

Bookings can be completed through MS Outlook, cloud-based software, using touch screen kiosks, 
on desk screen signage, or by using the Condeco Mobile Desk Booking app. The Condeco Solution is 
scalable to support the needs of your business, from one department in one building, to an entire  
global enterprise. The advanced booking features and reporting facilitate improved office space usage 
by raising desk utilisation and enabling flexible teamwork.

http://www.condecosoftware.com
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